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Eri（Fish traps）
Characteristic fishing method 
used in Lake Biwa.

Osaki-ji
Temple

◎Nihonmatsu

Roadside cherry trees 

Lakeshore Promenade（Omi Lakeside Road）
Pedestrian Walkway stretching along the 
lakeshore for 2km.

                 Lakeside Terrace
The view of Lake Biwa’ s scenery is 
the best from here. The cherry blossoms 
of Kaizu-Osaki can be seen, too.

　　 Shozu Cherry Blossom
Azuma HIgan Cherry Tree which 
is over 300 years old. It is also 
praised in Minakami Tsutomu’ s 
novel “Sakuramori” .

                    Osaki-ji Temple
The sacred ground number 9 of hte 33 
temples of the Omi Saigoku Pilbrimage 
and is affectionately known as Osaki 
Kannon. Being built from 
blood-stained parts stemming from 
the surrender of Azuchi Castle, the 
ceiling of the Amitabha hall is known 
as the blood-stained ceiling of Azuchi.

Bus Stop

・Community Bus
・Shuttle Bus（operating when  
　the blossoms are in bloom）
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【On foot】（follow the → marks on the map）
Makino Station-Lakeside Terrace-Osaki Namiki-guchi（2km/30min.） 
Osaki Namiki-guchi-Osaki-ji Temple（2km/30min.） 

   The stone wall of Kaizu Beach
Stone wall built in 1703 by Nishi 
Yoichizaemon,the prefectural 
govemor,out of sympathy because 
of the serious harm caused to 
building lots by rain and wind.
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　How to get to Kaizu-Osaki
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Cherry Blossom Viewing in Kaizu-Osaki
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Notice

・It is expected that traffic would be 
   very crowded, so please be careful of    
   traffic.
・Please take your garbage with you. 
   Violators shall be punished by the law 
   and be fined.
・Please keep to the right side of the  
   road in a line.

Lake Biwa
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Toilet facilities

During the cherry blossom viewing season, 
portable toilets are installed （without 
hand-washing facilities）.

Permanent Toilets Portable Toilets

Roadside cherry trees
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Makino Sunny Beach

                   Makino Sunny Beach
Shallow beach with white sand dotted with 
pine trees stretching across 1 km. It is also 
popular as the campground with swimming 
facilities offering the cleanest water of the 
Okubiwako region!

Yoshitsune’s Hiding Rock
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【Rent-a-cycle】　
Bycycles can be rented at the temporary bicycle rental counter 
in front of Makino Station. （4km/30min. to Osaki-ji Temple）
※During the cherry blossom season, it is not possible to make
    reservations or return the bicycles at another place.

【Taxi】
・Ohmi Taxi　0740-22-0106
・Otsu Daiichi Kotsu　0120-524-447

【Bus】
・Community Bus：From Makino Station to “ Kaizu-Osaki-guchi” 
　or “Kaizu Ikku”
・Shuttle Bus：Between Makino Station and Osaki Namiki-guchi, 
　only operating on days with restricted traffic.

Kaizu Ikku


